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Abstract 

In this paper, an extension of Pure Type Systems (PTS's ) to include definitions is presented 
and the meta-theory of these PTS's with definitions is treated in detail. We prove that all the 
properties of a PTS are preserved by the extension: 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this paper, the definitions and notations of [Bar92] will be used. In particular, we assume that 
the reader is familiar with the concepts of A-cube and Pure Type Systems (PTS's) as defined in 
[Bar92]. The A-cube forms a natural framework in which several systems a la Church are given 
in an uniform way. The description method of the systems in the A-cube is generalised in the 
definition of a PTS. A PTS does not provide the possibility to introduce a definition, i.e. an 
abbreviation (name) for a larger term which can be used several times in a program or proof. In 
this paper, an extension of the PTS that includes definitions will be introduced. 

Definitions are names abbreviating expressions. In (z=a:A in b) the identifier x abbreviates the 
expression a of type A in the expression b. We assume that z does not occur either in a or in A. 
In other words, it is not a recursive definition. 

Example 1.1. id=(Ax:a. x):a ~ a in (Ay:a ~ a. id) id. 
The name id is an abbreviation for a larger term, i.e . ..\z:O'. :t and is used several times in the 
expression (Ay:a ~ a. id) id. 

Example 1.2. 

1. Given n,{3: * 

A=(Aa,*. A{3,*. (IT1,*.(a ~ (3 ~ 1) ~ 1)):(0 ~ 0 ~ 0) in (a A (3) ~ a 

2. Given Q: * 
.L=(ITa,*. a),* in (~=(Aa,*. a ~ .L),* ~ 0 in (a ~ ~~a)) 

The intended meaning of a definition is that the definiendum x can be substituted by the definiens 
a in the expression b. A definition (x=a:A in b) can be considered as having a similar behaviour 
than (Ax: A. b)a, i.e. the substitution of the variable x by a in the expression b. In the {3-
reduction where (Ax: A. b)a reduces to b[x := a], the operation b[x := a] is the substitution of 
all the occurrences of:r by a in the expression b. In contrast to ,a-reduction, the expression 
(x=a:A in b) reduces to an expression which has at most one occurrence of x unfolded by a. 
In order to unfold definitions, a new relation called 6-recluction is introduced. We will show that 
a definition (x=a:A in b) has the same behaviour as (Ax:A. b)a in the sense that the definition 
(x=a:A in b) 6-reduces in severa/steps to b[x:= a]. Then the unfolding of definitions that is made 
via the 6-reduction corresponds to the operation of substitution b[x := a]. 
A definition (x = a: A in b) is not another way of writing (Ax: A. b)a. There are important 
differences between (x=a:A in b) and (Ax:A. b)a, both regarding their reduction behaviour and 
their typing. One of the reasons for considering (x=a:A in b) and not (Ax:A. b)a is that in some 
cases it is convenient to have the freedom of substituting only in some of the occurrences of 
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an expression in a given formula. 
Another reason for considering (",=a:A in b) and not (A",:A. b)a is that in (",=a:A in b) the fact 
that", is an abbreviation for a can be used to type b. Thi. is shown in the following example. 

Example 1.3. The term Aor,.. (",=or:. in Ay:",. A/:or ..... or. '") is typable in the system A2 
extended with definitions. But it is not possible to type the corresponding term expressed with 
an application and an abstraction in any system of the A-cube. 

Aor: •. (A:c: •. Ay:",. A/:or ..... or. /II)or 

A third reason for considering (",=a:A in b) instead of(A:c:A. b)a.is that the abstraction (A",:A. b) 
may not be allowed when (",=a:A in b) is. 

Example 1.4. The term (",=or:. in Ay:",. A/::c ..... "'. /11) is typable in the system A_ extended 
with definitions. The corresponding term expressed with an a.pplica.tion and an abstraction, i.e. 
(A:c: •. Ay::c. A/:'" ..... :c. /y)or, is not typable in A_ but it can be typable in A2. 

The fact that the type A of a is explicitly written in (:c=a:A in b) is not essential, at least for 
PTS's where types are unique(up to ,B-equality). We want to record this type A in the case that 
we consider A as a proposition. 

We present a short description of the paper. 
In Chapter 2 , we recall the definition of Pure Type Systems (PTS's) and their main properties 
from [Bar92]. 
In Chapter 3 , Pure Type Systems with definitions (DPTS's) are introduced. The set of terms 
and contexts are extended to include definitions. A new relation -6 is introduced that corresponds 
to the unfolding of a definition. 
In Chapter 4, Church-Rosser property for ..... ~, and strong normalization property for ..... , are 
proved. All the properties in this chapter, in particular strong normalization for ....... hold for all 
the pseudoterms, not only for well-typed terms. 
In Chapter 5, the meta-theory of DPTS's is treated. All properties of PTS's with the exception 
of strong normalization are preserved by the extension. We prove that strong normalization is 
preserved for some PTS's such as the examples of PTS's given in [Bar92]. 
In Appendix A, a summary of the definitions of DPTS's is presented. 
In Appendix B, the main features of the proofs of Church-Rosser for e and ,Be-reductions. weak 
normalization for -6 and strong normalization for -/36 are abstracted and presented for Abstract 
Reduction Systems. 
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Chapter 2 

Pure Type Systems 

In this chapter the concept of Pure Type System (PTS) is defined as in [Bar92]. Only the notion 
of topsort and the system AG", (see definitions 2.11 and 2.14) are not defined in [Bar92]. 

Definition 2.1. The set T of pseudoterms and the set C of contexts are defined as follows: 

T ::= V I C I (T T) I (W:T. T) I (IIV:T. T) 
C ::= f I < C, V:T > 

where V is the set of variables and C is the set of constants. 

Convention 2.2. The following convention will be used in this paper: 

1. Variables will be denoted as x, y, z, ... , o:JJ, 1 .. . 
Contexts will be denoted as r, r', .. " 6., ~/, .. . 
Terms wil1 be denoted as a, b, d, .. " A, B, C, .. . 
Constants will be denoted as c, c' , ." 

2. The usual parenthesis conventions for abstraction, application and product will be used (see 
[Bar92]). 

Definition 2.3. Let be a, a' E T, The concept "the tenn a fJ-reduces to the term a'" is written 
as a ~p a' and is defined by (Ax:A. alb ~p a[x := b] and the compatibility rules. 

The a-equality is defined as usual. a-equal terms are identified. 

Definition 2.4. The specification of Pure Type System (PTS) is a triple S = (S, A, R) such 
that 

• S ~ C is the set of sorts. 

• A ~ C X S is the set of axioms 

• R ~ S x S x S is the set of rules 

Definition 2.5. The PTS determined by the specification S = (S, A, R) is denoted as AS = 
A(S,A,R) and defined by the notion of type derivation r hs b: B (or r I- b: B) given by the 
following axioms and rules: 

(aziom) 

(start) 

d- c: s 

rl-A:s 

r,x:AI- x:A 
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(weakening) 

(formation) 

(abstraction) 

(application) 

(conversion) 

rl-b:B r1-A:8 
r,x:Al-b:B 

r I- A : 81 r,": A I- B : 82 

r I- (nx:A.B) : 83 

r," : A I- b : B r I- (n,,:A. B) : 8 

r I- (Ax:A. b) : (nx:A. B) 

r I- b : (nx:A. B) r I- a : A 
r I- (b a): B[x :- aJ 

r I- b : B r I- B' : 8 B =p B' 
rl-b:B' 

where s ranges over sorts, i. e. s E S. 

where x is r -fresh 

for(81,82,s3) E R 

Theorem 2.6. (Church Rosser for ~-reduction) Let r E C and a E T be such that a _p b 
and a _p c. Then there exists a term dE T such that b -p d and c -p d. 

The following properties are in [Bar92). 

Theorem 2.7. (Correctness of Types) Let r E C and d,d',D E T be such that r I- d: D. 
Then r I- D : s or D = s. 

Theorem 2.8. (Subject Reduction Theorem) Let r E C and d, d', D E T be such that 
r I- d : D. If d -p d' then r I- d' : D 

Definition 2.9. The specification S = (S, A, R) is called singly soried if 

1. (c: stl, (c: s,) E A implies SI '" S, 

2. (Sl' 82, 83), (s}, 82, Sa) E R implies 83 == Sa 

Theorem 2.10. (Uniqueness of Types) Let S be a singly soried specification, r E C and 
a, A, BET such that r I- a : A and r I- a : B. Then A =p B. 

Definition 2.11. Let)..S be a PTS. A sort sin S is called a topsorl if there is no 80 E S such 
that r I- s : so. 

Definition 2.12. The A-cube is a cube of eight systems defined by the same set of soris S = {" D} 
and the same set of axioms A = {. : OJ. They differ in the set of rules R. 

System R 
A- (.,. ) 
A2 (.,. ) (0, .) 
AP (.,. ) 

AP2 (.,. ) (0, .) 
A." (.,.) 
-Iw (.,.) (0, .) 

AP." (.,. ) 
APW = AC (', .) (0, .) 

The system AC is the Calculus of Constructions. 
There is only one topsort in the A-cube and that is D. 
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(.,0) 

(0,0) 
(0,0) 

(.,0) (0,0) 
(.,0) (b,D) 



Definition 2.13. The system of higher order logic can be described by the following PTS: 

5 .,0,6 
AHOL A 0 : 0,0 : t:. 

R (0,0),(0,0),(0,0) 

There is only one topsort in AHOL and that is t:.. 

Definition 2.14. The Calculus of Constructions extended with an infinite type hierarchy can be 
described by the following PTS: 

S IN 
ACoo A 'In E IN n: n + 1 

R '1m E IN (m,O,O) & 
'1m, n E IN max(m, n) < r (m, n, r) 

The system AC", extended with strong ~::-types and cumulativity is the system ECC(see [Luo]). 
We can see that ..\Coo is an extension of ..\C and of ..\HOL writing * instead of 0, 0 instead of 1 
and t:. instead of 3. 
Note that there is no topsort in "'Coo> 

Definition 2.15. Let AS be a PTS. Then AS is (3.strongly normalizing if a and A (3·strongly 
normalize for all a, A E T and r E C such that r i-,s a : A. 

Theorem 2.16. 

1. The system ACoo is (3-strongly normalizing. 

2. The systems of the A-cube are (3-strongly normalizing. 

3. The system AHOL is (3-strongly normalizing. 

Proof: The system ECC is strongly normalizing(see [Luo]) and contains ACoo , the systems of 
the A-cube and AHOL. 

o 

Not all PTS's are strongly normalizing. 

Example 2.17. The PTS AO determined by the specification (S,A,R) where S = {oJ, A = 
{o : o} and R = {( o,.)} is not (3-strongly normalizing. 
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Chapter 3 

Pure Type Systems with 
definitions 

In Section 3.1, the set of pseudoterms T and the set of contexts C defined in chapter 2 are extended 
to include definitions. 
In Section 3.2, a new relation -6 between pseudoterms that corresponds to the unfolding of a 
definition is introduced. Also, the relation -(J is extended to the new pseudoterms. 
In Section 3.3, Pure Type Systems with definitions (DPTS 's) are introduced by extending PTS's 
with the new pseudoterms and contexts. 

3.1 Pseudoterms 

Definition 3.1.1. The set 7, of pseudo terms is given by 

7, V I C I (7, 7,) I (AV:'T,. 7,) I (IIV:'T,. 7,) I (V=7,:7, in 7,) 

where V is the set of tJariables and C is the set of constants. 

The mapping FV : T ~ P(V) defined in [Bar92) is extended to·Tr,. 

Definition 3.1.2. The mapping FV : T, ~ P(V) is defined as follows: 
FV(z) = {x) 
FV(c) = 0 
FV(a b) = FV(a) U FV(b) 
FV(Ax:A. a) = FV(A) U (FV(a) - {x) 
FV(IIz:A. a) = FV(A) U (FV(a) - {z) 
FV(z=a:A in b) = FV(A) U FV(a) U (FV(b) - {z) 

Definition 3.1.3. The set C, of contexts is given by 

i), E C, 

ii) < f,x:A > E C, iff E C" z E V,A E T, and x is f-fresh 

iii) < f,z=a:A> EC, iffEC" x E V,a E7" AET" z ;sf-fresh and z ric FV(a)UFV(A) 

Note that the set of contexts is not given by C, ::= 'I c" V : 7, I c" V = 7, : 7, . In order to 
avoid capture of bound variables in the definition of 6-reduction given below a new variable is 
introduced to a context r only if it is r-fresh, i.e. it does not occur in r. 
It is said that the variable x abbreviates the expression a in (x=a:A in b) and in r,x=a:A. 

Couveution 3.1.4. The following (",()JJvt~lIt.ioli about contexts will he used in this paper: 
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1. The expression f,z:A stands for the context < f,z:A >. 

2. The expression f, z=a:A stands for the context < f, z=a:A >. 

Definition 3.1.5. A mapping Dam: C, _ P(V) is defined as follows: 
Dom«) = 0 
Dom(r,x:A) = Dom(r) U {xl 
Dom( r , x=a:A) = Dom( r) U {x} 

Definition 3.1.6. A mapping Def : C, - P(V) is defined as follows: 
Def«) = 0 
Def(r, x:A) = Def(r) 
Def(r,x=a:A) = Def(r) U {xl 

Substitution is extended to pseudoterms TlJ and to contexts ClJ . 

Definition 3.1. 7. Let M, N E 7" " E V. The res.1t of substituting N for (the free occurrences 
oJ) " in M is denoted as M[z := N] and is defined as follows: 1 

c[x := N] '" c 
x[z:= N] '" N 
y[x := N] '" y 

(Ax:A. a)[z := N] '" (Az:A. a) 
(Ay:A. a)[x := N] '" (Ay:A[z := N]. a[x := N]) 
(Ay:A. a)[z := N] '" (Az:A[y := zj[x := N]. a[y := zj[x := N]) 

(a b)[z:= N] '" (a[z := N] b[x:= N]) 
(IIz:A. a)[z := N] '" (IIz:A. a) 
(IIy:A. a)[z := N] '" (IIy:A[x := N]. a[z := N]) 
(IIy:A. a)[x := N] '" (IIz:A[y := zj[x := N]. a[y := zj[x := N]) 

(x=a:A in b)[x := N] '" (x=a:A in b) 
(y=a:A in b)[z := N] '" (y=a[z := N]:A[z := N] in b[z := N]) 
(y=a:A in b)[z := N] '" (z=a[z := N]:A[z := N] in b[y := zj[x := N]) 

cEe 

y ¢ FV(N) 
Y E FV(N) 

y ¢ FV(N) 
y E FV(N) 

y ¢ FV(N) 
y ¢ FV(N) 

Definition 3.1.8. The result of substituting N for (the free occurrences of) a variable x in r 
such that z ¢ Dom(r) is denoted as r[z := N] and is defined as follows: 

<[z:= N] "" < 
< r, y:A > [z := N] ""< y:A[x := N], r[x := N] > 

< r, y=a:A > [z := N] "'< y=a[x := N]:A[" := N], r[" := N] > 

The definitions of change of bound variables and ",-congruence in A-terms are extended to pseu
doterms in 7,. 

Definition 3.1.9. Let t E 7, be such that I conlains the lerm (,,=a:A in b). A change of a bound 
variable in the term I is the replacement of a sublerm (,,=a:A in b), (A,,:A. b) or (IIy:A. b) by 
(y=a:A in b[z := V]), (A,,:A. b[z := V]) or (IIy:A. b[x := V]), respectively, where y rt FV(b). 

The relation of ",-equality between A-terms is extended to pseudoterms 7,. 

Definition 3.1.10. Let be r E C, and t, t' E 7" the term t is ",-equal to t' ( written t =0 t') if 
t' is the result of applying to t a series of changes of variables or viceversa. 

Convention 3.1.11. Two terms are identified if they are a-equal. 

1 In this definition the variable II is different from x and z is fresh. 
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3.2 Reductions 

The relation -/3 between terms in T will be extended to terms in 76. 

Definition 3.2.1. Let a,a' E 76. The concept "the term a p·reduces to the term a'" is written 
as a -~ a' and is defined as usual by the following rules 

(Ax:A. alb _~ a[x := b] 

b -~ b' 
(x_a:A in b) -~ (x_a:A in b') 

a -(3 a' 
(x_a:A in b) _~ (x_a':A in b) 

A -{3 A' 
(x_a:A in b) _~ (x_a:A' in b) 

a -/3 a' 
(a b) _~ (a' b) 

a -{3 a' 
(Ax:A. a) -~ (Ax:A. a') 

a -/3 a' 
(IIx:A. a) -~ (IIx:A. a') 

A new relation -~~ Co x 7i, X T6 is introduced. 

b _~ b' 

(a b) _~ (a b') 

A_~A' 
(Ax:A. a) _~ (Ax:A'. a) 

A-~ A' 
(IIx:A. a) _~ (IIx:A'. a) 

Definition 3.2.2. Let r E Co, and a, a' E 16. The concept" the term a 6-reduces to the term af 

in the context r " is written as r r a -6 a' and is defined by the following rules: 

r 1 , x=a:A, f2}- x -6 a 

r f- (x=a:A in b) -, b 

f, x=a:A}- b -6 b' 
r f- (x-a:A in b) -, (z_a:A in b') 

r I- a -6 a' 
r f- (x_a:A in b) _, (x_a':A in b) 

rrO-ha' 
r f- (a b) _, (a' b) 

r,x:A I- a -6 a' 
r f- (Ax:A. a) -, (Ax:A. a') 

r,x:A I- a -II a' 
r f- (IIx:A. a) -, (IIx:A. a') 

if x ¢ FV(b) 

r f- A -, A' 
r f- (x_a:A in b) -, (x_a:A' in b) 

r f- b -, b' 
r f- (a b) -, (a b') 

r f- A -, A' 
r f- (Ax:A. a) -, (Ax:A'. a) 

r f- A -, A' 
r f- (IIx:A. a) _, (IIx:A'. a) 

Note that the first rule allows to unfold definitions, the second rule allows to remove definitions 
and the remaining are compatibiJity rules. In a contex r, x=a:A a term d can be 6-reduced to a 
term d' where d' is obtained replacing one occurrence of x by a in d. 
When r is the empty context, a -6 a' is written instead of r I- a -6 a', 
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Example 3.2.3. 

1. Assume r == A : •. 

r I- (id=(Ay:A. y):(lly:A. A) in 
(id={Ay:A. y):(lly:A. A) in 

(id=(Ay:A. y) : (lly:A. A) in 

(A"':(lly:A. A). id ) 
(k(lly:A. A). (AI/:A. V)) 
(A",:(lly:A. A). (AI/:A. y)) 
(k(lly:A. A). (AI/:A. y» 

id 
id 

(Ay:A. y) 
(Ay:A. y) 

2. Assume r =< A : *, B : *, e : *, -+= A",.. Afh. (ll",:" . .8):ll",.. (lliJ,.· *), 
J(={A",:A. Ay:B. x):(A -+ B -+ A), 
S=(Ax:(A -+ B -+ e). Ay:(A -+ B). Az:A. '" z (y z)): 
«A -+ B -+ e) -+ (A -+ B) -+ (A -+ e)) > 

r I- (S J( 
(S J( 
(S (A",:A. Ay:B. "') 

A -+ B is written instead of «-+ A)B) 

J( 

(A",:A. Ay:B. "') 
(A",:A. Ay:B. x) 

-+, 

-+, 

-+, 

The examples above show that in each step of a 8-reduction, exactly one occurrence of a 
variable is unfolded. The first example also shows that the definition is removed in the last 
step of b-reductions . 

The next example shows that a-conversion is necessary when rewriting terms. 

Example 3.2.4. 
x=y:A I- (y=z:u in x) 

=0 (II' =z:u in x) 
-+, (y'=z:u in y) 

The variable y occurs in the term (y=z:u in x) and in the context x=y:A. 

Convention 3.2.5. From now on, the bound variables in the term will be assumed different 
from the variables in the context. 

Definition 3.2.6. Let r E e, and a, a' E T;. Then 

r I- a -{36 a' if r I- a -6 a' or a -(J a'. 

Definition 3.2.7. The relation -~ is the reflexive closure of - p. The relation --+ t is the 
transitive closure of the reduction relation -+p. The relation -p is the transitive, reflexive closure 
of the reduction relation _p. The relation =p is the equivalence relation generated by -po 

Note that for R E {-" =" _~;, =~,} a context has to be specified, i.e. r I- aRb for a, b E 7i 
and rEe,. 

3.3 Types 

We extend the notion of Pure Type System to include definitions. 

Definition 3.3.1. The DPTS determined by the specification S = (S,A,R) is denoted as 
AS, = A( S, A, R), and defined by the notion of type derivation r hs. b : B (or just r I- b : B) 
with r E e, and b, BET, given by the following axioms and rules: 
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(axiom) 

(start) 

(weakening) 

(formation) 

(abstraction) 

(application) 

(conversion) 

(6 - start) 

(6 - weakening) 

(6 - formation) 

(6 - introduction) 

(6 - conversion) 

r, x: A I- x : A 

rl-b:B rl-A:. 
r,,,:Al-b:B 

r I- A : 81 r, x: A I- B : 82 

r I- (IIx:A.B) : 83 

r, x : A I- b : B r I- (IIx:A. B) : 8 

r I- (.kA. b) : (IIx:A. B) 

r I- b : (IIx:A. B) r I- a : A 
r I- (b a): Blx :_ a] 

r I- b : B r I- B' : s B =p B' 
rI-6:B' 

rl-a:A 
r,x-a:A I- x: A 

rl-b:B rl-a:A 
r,x_a:A I- b: B 

r, x=a:A I- B : s 
r I- (x-a:A in B) : s 

r, x=a:A I- b : B r I- (x=a:A in B) : s 
r I- (x_a:A in b) : (x-a:A in B) 

r I- b : B r I- B' : srI- B =, B' 
rI-6:B' 

where s ranges over sorts, i. e. s E S. 

forc:sEA 

where x is r -fresh 

where x is r -fresh 

for (SI,82,83) E R 

where x is r -fresh 

where x is r -fresh 

The condition "x is r-fresh" in 6-start and 6-weakening rules could be omitted because of conven
tion 3.1.11. 
Observe that the new rules are: 6-start, 6-weakening, 6-formation, a-introduction and 6-conversion. 
The system ),5, is an extension of ),5. 
Observe that in a DPTS, only the typable terms can be abbreviated. This is because the 6-start 
and 6-weakening rules allow the abbreviation of the term a in the context r, x = a: A only if 
r ~ a : A. Hence it is not possible to abbreviate any topsort. For example in the A-cube it is not 
possible to abbreviate D. 
Observe that if B is a topsort then (x=a:A in B) is neither typable nor the type of another 
definition (x=a:A in b). This is because the 6-formation rule requires that r,x=a:A r B: sand 
because the 6 introduction rule requires that r I- (x=a:A in B) : s. For example (x=a:A in 0) is 
not typable in ).C, and it is not a type of (x=a:A in 0). The condition 'T I- (x=a:A in B) :." in 
the premises of the 6-introduction rule is necessary to ensure Subject Reduction Theorem. Since 
we add this condition we must also add 6-formation rule. We call (AS).s+ the system obtained 
from >"S6 by removing the 6-formation rule and the condition "r I- (z=a:A in B) : 8" from the 
premises of the 6-introduction rule. Subject Reduction Theorem does not hold in ()'5).+ as the 
following example shows. 

Example 3.3.2. Suppose r I- a: A. The term (x=a:A in 0) has type (x=a:A in 0) in 
()'C),+. This term 8-reduces to 0 but 0 does not have type (x=a:A in 0). In order to derive 
rI-o : (x=a:A in 0) we apply 6-conversion rule 

rI-o : 0 r I- (x=a:A in 0) : srI- (x=a:A in 0) =, 0 
rI-o : (x-a:A in 0) 

\0 



But (,,=a:A in 0) is not typable because 0 is not. 

Example 3.3.3. 

• Let r, =< a : 0, ID=(II,,:a. a),*, id=(A,,:a. ,,) : ID >. In (A _)., the following can be 
derived. 

r,l- id: ID 

• Let r 2 =< ')''', -= '\a,.. Afl,.. (1I,,:a. fl):(lIa,.. IIfl,.. 0) > . 
In A!!16, the following can be derived. 

r 2 I- A":')'. " : (')' - ')') 

• Let ra =< r2,.L=(lIa,., a),.,,=(>'a,., '" _ .L):(lIa,., 0) >, 
In AWOl the following can be derived. 

ral- (A":,),, '\y:,')', (y ,,)): (-y - ,,')') 

We can not abbreviate the expression '\a:D, '\fl:D, (1I,,:a, fl) because it is not typable in 
the '\-cube, 

• Let r 4 =< r 2 , a, : 0, "2: 0, A=('\a,., ,\fl,., (11')',.,(a - fl - ')') _ ,),)):(lIa,., IIfl,., 0), K= 
(Aa",\fl,., '\,,:a, '\Y:fl, ,,) : (1I",.,lIfl,.,a - fl _ a) >, 
In '\w" the following can be derived, 

We will prove the following properties: 

• Church Rosser Theorem for -6 and for -{36. 

• Strong Normalization Theorem for -6. 

• Subject Reduction Theorem for DPTS's, i,e, if r I- d: D and r I- d _PI d' then r I- d' : D 

• Uniqueness of Types for singly sorted DPTS's, i,e. if r I- d : D and r I- d : D' then 
D =p. D'. 

• Conservativity, i.e. for A E T, r E C 3ar I->s a : A iff 3a r hs, a : A 

• If a PTS is flb-weakly normalizing then the corresponding DPTS is flb-weakly normalizing 
too. 

• An extension of a PTS is flb-strongly normalizing if a" slightly" larger PTS is fl-strongly nor
malizing. In particular, the Calculus of Constructions extended with definitions is strongly 
normaJizing. 
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Chapter 4 

Properties of General 
Pseudoterms 

In this chapter, basic properties of f3 and 6-reductions for all pseudoterms are proved. 
In Section 4.2, Church Rosser property is proved for -, and for -p,. 
The idea of the proof of Church Rosser for 8-reduction is as follows: 

• A "projection" map, 1- 1_ : CfJ x T" - T, is defined. The "projection" lair is a term that 
is obtained from a by unfolding all the definitions occurring in r and in a. 

• A term a 6-reduces to its projection, i.e. r I- a -6 lair. 

• The projections of two terms that are in _, are equal, i.e. if r f- c -, d then Iclr = Idlr. 
Finally, the proof of Church Rosser for iJ8-reduction follows from the previous considerations and 
the following one: 

• The projection preserves iJ-reduction, i.e. if r f- c -p d then iclr -p Idlr. 
In Section 4.3, Strong Normalization property is proved for -6. 

Also, an illustrative and intuitive proof of Weak Normalization for b"-reduction is presented. The 
6-normal form of a term a in a context r is its projection, i.e. the result from a by unfolding all 
the definitions occurring in r and in a. 
In order to prove Strong Normalization for -6, the well-known method of defining a function 
naL (-) : C, x T, - IN which decreases with 8-reduction is used. 

4.1 Basic Properties 

Lemma4.1.1. Let < r 1,r"r3 >EC, andb,b' ET, be such that r 1,r3 f- b-, b'. Then 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the definition of --t6. o 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let be r E C, , x E V and a, A, b, b' E T,. The following rule is derived from the 
ones in the definition of -6· 

r f- b -, b' 
r f- (x=a:A in b) _, (x=a:A in b') 

Proof: By lemma 4.1.1, it follows that. r, x=a:A I- b --t6 bl
. By definition of -6, it follows that 

r f- (x=a:A in b) _. (x=a:A in b'). 
o 
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Lemma 4.1.3. 

1. Let < f, x:A, f' >E C6 and b E 76. 
f, x:A, f' f- b -~6 b' if and only iff, f' f- b -P6 b'. 

2. Let < f,x=a:A, f' >E C6 and b E 7, be such that x ¢ FV(b). 
f, x=a:A, f' f- b -P6 /I if and only if f, 1" f- b -p6 /I. 

Proof: 

1. The implication from left to right is proved by induction on the definition of -P6' The 
converse implication follows by lemma 4.1.1. 

2. The implication from left to right is proved by induction on the definition of -p6. The 
converse implication follows by lemma 4.1.1. 

o 

Example 4.1.4. In example 3.2.3 we show that id=(J,y:A. y):(I1y:A. A) in (h:(I1y:A. A). id)id 
{) reduces in several steps to the term 

(Ax:(I1y:A. A). (J,y:A. y»)(J,y:A. y) 

Note that (J,x:(I1y:A. A). (J,y:A. y))(Ay:A. y) is the substitution of all the occurrences of id by 
(J,y:A. y) in the expression (J,x:(I1y:A. A). id)id, i.e. 

(J,x:(I1y:A. A). id)id lid := (Ay:A. y)J ;; (Ax:(I1y:A. A). (J,y:A. y))(J,y:A. y) 

This is a particular case of the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1.5. Let f ;;< f" x=a:A, f2 >E C6 and b E 76. Then 

f f- b ~6 b[x:= aJ. 

Proof: It follows easily by induction on the structure of b. 

Corollary 4.1.6. Let f E C6 and (x=a:A in b) E 7,. Then 

f f- (x=a:A in b) ~6 b[x := aJ 

Proof: By theorem 4.1.5, it follows that f, x=a:A f- b ~6 b[x := aJ. 

o 

Then f f- (x=a:A in b) ~6 (x=a:A in b[x:= aJ). Since x ¢ FV(b[x:= aJ), it follows that 
(x=a:A in b[x := aJ) -6 b[x := aJ. 0 

Lemma 4.1.1. [Substitution Lemma] Let a,b,dE 76. Suppose x #' y and x ¢ FV(d). Then 

a[x := b][y:= dJ ;; a[y := dJ[x := b[y := dJ] 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the structure of a. o 

Lemma 4.1.8. Given a,b E 7, such that a -p a'. Then 

a[x := bJ -p a'[x := bJ. 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the generation of _p. o 

The previous lemma means that f3 is substitutive. The following example shows that -6 is not 
substitutive. 
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Example 4.1.9. Let r be the context < A : *, id=(Ay:A. y):(ITy:A. A) >. 

r /- id -6 (Ay:A. y) 

But it is not true that r /- id[id := bj -6 (Ay: A. y)[id := bj for all b E T6. This is becauae 
id E Def(r). 

Lemma 4.1.10. Given a,b E 16 such that r /- b -P6 b'. Then 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the structure of a . 

• Assume a is a variable. There are two possible cases. 

- Assume a == ". By hypothesis, r /- "[,, := bj ..... P6 "[,, := b/J. 

- Assume a == y and that y is different from ". Hence r /- y[z := bJ ..... p6 y[z := b/J . 

• Assume a == (y=c:D in e). There are two possible cases. 

- Assume y == ". Hence r I- (y=c:D in e)[" := bJ ..... p6 (y=c:D in e)[" := b/J. 

- Assume y is different from ". It follows from IH that r /- c[" := bj ..... p6 c[z := b/j, 
r /- D[" := bj-P6 D[" := b/j and r I- e[x := bj-p. e[x := b/j. It follows from lemma 
4.1.2, and the definition of _PI that 
r /- (y=c[x := bJ:D[x := bJ in e[x := b]) -P6 (y=c[x := b/j:D[" := b/j in e[" := b'll· 
Then by definition of substitution 
r /- (y=c:D in e)[" := bJ -P6 (y=c:D in e)[" := b/j 

Theorem 4.1.11. 

1. Ifr r e -/36 e' and r, x=e:E, f't- B -6 H' then r, x=e':E, r' I- B -M-fj6 B'. 

2. If r, ,,=e:E, r ' /- B -P6 B' then r, r/[" := eJ /- B[" := eJ -+p6 B ' [" := eJ. 

Proof: 

I. It is proved by induction on the definition of r, ,,=e:E, r' /- B -6 B'. 

o 

2. It is proved that if r, ,,=e:E, r' I- b -6 b' then r, r/[" := eJ I- b[" := eJ-. b'[z := eJ (by 
induction on the definition of -6). 
By lemma 4.1.8, it follows that if r, ,,=e:E, r' I- b -p b' then r, r/[" := eJI- b[" := ej _p 
b' [" := eJ. 

o 

Corollary 4.1.12. 

1. If r I- e -/36 e' and r, x=e:E, r' I- B =/36 B' then r, x=e':E,I r' t- B =/36 B'. 

2. If r, ,,=e:E, r/l- B =P6 B' then r, r/[x := eJI- B[x := eJ =P6 B'[X := eJ. 
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4.2 Church Rosser for (3, 8 and (38-reductions 

Theorem 4.2.1 (Church Rosser for i3-reduction). Let r E C, and a,al,a, E To such that 
r t- a -{J al and r t- a -fj a2. Then there exists a term a3 such that r I- al -{j a3 and 
r I- a2 -{J a3_ 

Proof: It follows from the fact that the Combinatorial Reduction System < 7" -p> is orthogonal 
(See [KI090]). 0 

Definition 4.2.2. A mapping I - 1_ : To x C, - 7 is defined as follows. 

Ixlr = {
lair. ifr=<rl,x=a:A,r,> 
x otherwise 

Iclr = 

la bl r 
IAx:A. air = 

IIIx:A. Blr = 

c forcEC 

lalrlblr 
(Ax:IAlr. lalr,rA) 

(IIx:IAlr. IBlr,rA) 
Ix=a:A in bl r = Ibldx := laid where x is r -fresh. 

The value Idlr is obtained from d by unfolding all the definitions occurring in r and in d. 
Note that Idlr E 7 and Def(r)nFV(ldlr) = 0. Conversely, if dE 7 is such that Def(r)nFV(d) = 
o then Idlr = d. Hence 1-1_ is a "projection" from 7i and C, to 7. Later, it will be proved that 
Idlr is the 6-normal form of the term d. 

Example 4.2.3. The value Idlr is computed for one of the examples 3.2.3. 

l(id=(Ay:A. y):(IIy:A. A) in (Ax:(IIy:A. A).id) id Ir =' (Ax:(IIy:A. A). Ay:A. y)(Ay:A. y) 

The function FV : 76 - P(V) is extended to C6 x 76. 

Definition 4.2.4. The mapping FV : C, x 7i - P(V) is defined as follows: 
FV,(b) = FV(b) 
FVrA,r(b) = FVr(A) U (FVr(b) - {x}) 
FV.=d,r(b) = FVr(A) U FVr(a) U (FVr(b) - {x}) 

Lemma 4.2.5. 

1. Ifx 'Ie FV(b) and x is r-fresh then x 'Ie FV(lblr). 

2. Let < r l , r" r3 >E C, and b E 7, be such that (FVr,(b)) n Def(r,) = 0. Then 

Iblr.,r"r, =Iblr.,r,. 

3. Let < fl' x=a:A, r, >E C, and a E 7,. Then 

lalr"r=A,r, = lair. 

Proof: 

1. It is proved by induction on the number of symbols occuring in rand b. 

2. It is proved by induction on the structure of b. 

3. None of the variables in Def(x=a:A, r,) can occur in a. Hence the result follows immediatly 
from the previous part. 
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Lemma 4.2.6. Let < r, x=a:A >E C. and bET.. Then 

Iblr [x := lalrl = I b[x := a]lr = Iblr,.=.,A 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the structure of h. Only some cases are considered . 

• Assume that b is a variable. 

- Assume b == z. 
Ixldx := lalrl = x[x := lalrl = lair 
Ix[x := allr = lair 

(because x is r-fresh) 
(By definition of substitution) 
(By definition 4.2.2 part 1). Ixlr,.=.,A = lair 

- Assumeb",y#x. 
Iyldx := lalrl = Ivlr 
Iy[x := allr = Iylr 
lylr,x=.,A = IYlr 

(By lemma 4.2.5) 
(By definition of substitution) 
(By lemma 4.2.5 part 2). 

o Assume b '" (y=d:D in e). Then y is < r, x=a:A >-fresh by convention 3.1.11. 
First the equality Ibldx := lalrl = Iblr,x=.,A will be proved;. 

Iblr [x:= lalrl = . 
ly=d:D in e Ir [x := lalrl = (By definition 4.2.2) 
leidy := Idlrl [x:= lalrl = (By Lemma 4.1.7) 
lelr [x:= lalrl [y:= Idldx := lalrll = (By IH) 
lelr,.=.,A [y:= Idlr,.=.,A] = (By definition 4.2.2) 
ly=d:D in elr,.=.,A 

Next the equality Ibldx := lalrl = Ib[x := allr will be proved. 
Ibl r [x:= lair] 
ly=d:D in elr [x:= lalrl 
lelr [y:= Idlr][x := lalrl 
lelr [x:= lalrl [y := Idldx := lalrll 
le[x := a]lr [y:= Id[x := allrl 
Iy=d[x := a]:D[x := a] in e[x := allr 
ly=d:D in e[x := a]lr 

= (By definition 4.2.2 
= (By Lemma 4.1.7) 
= (By IH) 
= (By definition 4.2.2) 
= (By definition of substitution) 

The following theorem states that a term reduces to its projection. 

Lemma 4.2.7. Let r E C, and d E 7,. Then 

r t- d ~, Idlr. 

o 

o 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the number of symbols occurring in r and in d. Only two 
cases are considered . 

• Assume d ~ x. 
If r "'< rl,x = b: B,r2 > then Ixlr = Iblr,. By IH, it follows that r l f- b ....... Iblr,. By 
lemma 4.1.1, it follows that r t- b ~, Iblr,. Hence r t- x ~. b ...... , Ixlr = Ibl r ,. 
If x ¢C Def(r) then r t- x ....... x = Ixlr. 

o Assume d", (x=a:A in b). 
By IH, it follows that r t- a ...... , lair, r t- A ....... lAir and that r f- b ....... Ibl r . By definition 
of -6 and lemma 4.1.2, it follows that 
r t- (x=a:A in b) ....... (x=lalr:lAlr in Iblr). 
By corollary 4.1.6, it follows that 
r t- (x=lalr:lAlr in Ible) ....... Ibldx := lalrl· 
As Ibldx := lalrl = Ix=a:A in blr, it follows that 
r t- (x=a:A in b) ...... , Ix=a:A in blr. 
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o 

The following theorem states that the projection of two terms that are in --->, are equal. 

Lemma 4.2.8. Let f E C, and c, d E To be such that f f- c --->, d. Then 

Iclr = Idlr. 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the definition of -+/1. Only some cases are considered. 

o Suppose that f f- c --->, dis f" x=a:A, f, f- x --->, a 
By definition 4.2.2, it follows that Ixlr •. <=A,r, = lair.. By lemma 4.2.5, it follows that 
lalr.,z=A,c, = lair •. Then Ixlr.,=aA,r, = lalc.,<=A,r, . 

• Suppose that f f- c --->, d is f f- (x=a:A in b) --->, b if x 'Ie FV(b). 
By definition 4.2.2, it follows that Ix=a:A in blc = Ibldx := lair]. By convention 3.1.11 
the variable x is r-fresh. Then by lemma 4.2.5 part 1 Ibldx := lair] = Iblr. Hence Ix=a: 
A in bl r = Iblr. 

o Suppose that r f- c --->, dis r f- (x=a:A in b) --->, (x=a:A in b') under the hypothesis 
r,x=a:A r b -6 b' , 
By definition 4.2.2, it follows that 
Ix=a:A in bl r = Ibldx := lalrl 
Ix=a:A in b'lc = Wldx := lair]· 
By lemma 4.2.6, the following equalities hold 
Iblr,z=aA = Ibldx := lair] . 
Wlc,z=aoA = Wldx := lalrl· 
By IH, the equality Iblr,z=a,A = Wlr,z=a,A holds. 
Hence Ix=a:A in blc = Ix=a:A in b'lr . 

• Suppose that r f- c --->, dis r f- (x=a:A in b) --->, (x=a':A in b) under the hypothesis 
r t- a -6 a'. 
By definition 4.2.2, it follows that 
Ix=a:A in blc = Ibldx := lalcl 
Ix=a':A in hlc = Ibldx := la'irl. 
By IH, it follows that laic = la'ir. Hence Ibldx := lalrl = Ibldx := la'Ir]. 

o 

Theorem 4.2.9 (Church Rosser for 6-reduction). Let r E C, and a,a"a, E T, such that 
r t- a -6 al and r I- a -6 a2. Then there exists a term a3 such that r I- al -6 a3 and 
r I- a2 -6 a3. 

Proof: By theorem 4.2.7, r f- a~, laic, r f- a, ~, ladc and r f- a,~, la,lr. 
By Lemma 4.2.8, it follows that laic = la,lc = la,lc. 
The scheme of the proof is illustrated in the following diagram. 

a 
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The term lair is the 6-nf in r of a, a, and a2. This will be proved in corollary 4.3.3 

The following lemma states that the projection preserves .B-redu,ction. 

Lemma 4.2.10. Given a,a' E T6 and r E C6 such that a -(:J a' . Then , 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the definition of a -{J a' . 

• Assume a == (c d). 

There are 3 possibilities for the reduction a -fj a', 

1. Assume a -~ a' is (:Ix:B. b)d -~ b[x := dJ. 
By definition 4.2.2, it follows that 
lair = I(Ax:B. b)dl r = (:Ix:IBlr. Iblr)ldlr . 
By Lemma 4.2.6, it follows that Ib[x := dJlr = Iblrlx := Idld· 
Hence I(Ax:B. b)dlr -~ Ib[x := dJlr. 

2. Assume a _~ a' is (c d) -~ (c' d) under the hypothesis c _~ c'. 
By IH, it follows that !elr ~~ Ic'lr. Hence Ie dl r -~ Ie' dlr. 

3. Assume a _~ a' is (c d) _~ (c d'). 
By IH, it follows that Idlr ~~ Id'ir. Hence Ie dlr -~ Ie d'ir . 

• Assume a '" (x=b:B in c). 
There are 3 possibilities for the reduction a -{3 0'. 

1. Assume a -~ a' is (x=b:B in c) _~ (x=b:B in e') under the hypothesis c -~ c'. 
By the definition 4.2.2, it follows that . 
lair = Ix=b:B in elr = lelrlx := Ibid 
la'ir = Ix=b:B in c'lr = le'lrlx := Ibid. 
By IH, it follows that Iclr ~~ le'lr. 
By lemma 4.1.8, it follows that lelrlx := Iblrl ~~ le'ldx := Iblrl. 

2. Assume a -{J a' is (x=b:B in c) -{3 (x=b:B' in c) with B -(:J 8', 
lt follows that lair = lelrlx := Ibid = la'ir. 

3. Assume a _~ a' is (x=b:B in c) _~ (x=b':B in c) under the hypothesis b _~ b'. 
By the definition 4.2.2, the values of lair and la'ir are 
lair = Ix=b:B in elr = Iclrlx := Ibid 
la'ir = Ix=b':B in elr = kldx := Wlrl. 
By IH, it follows that Ibl r ~~ Wlr. 
By lemma 4.1.10, it follows that kldx := Ibid ~~ lelrlx := Wlrl· 

o 

o 

Theorem 4.2.11 (Church Rosser for ,66-reduction). Let r E C, and a E To be such that 
r f- a _P' band r f- a ~P' c. Then there exisls a term d E T, such that r f- b _P' d and 
r f- c _~, d. 

Proof: By Lemma 4.2.7, it is deduced that r f- a ~, lair, r f- b -, Ibl r and that r f- e~, lelr. 
By lemma 4.2.10 and lemma 4.2.8, it follows that r f- lair -P Iblr and that r f- lair ~P lelr. 
Hence the solid lines of the diagram are justified. 
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a 

fj ...... , 
, 

d 

By Church Rosser theorem for fj-reduction between pseudoterms in 7, the dotted arrows of the 
diagram are justified. 
By composition along the borders, it follows that r I- b ~P' d and r I- c ~P' d. 

o 

4.3 Weak and Strong Normalization for -+6 

Definition 4.3.1. Let a E 70 and r E C,. The term a is in 6-normal form (or 6-nf) in the 
context r if there is no term b such that r r a -,5 b. 

A term can be in 6-normal form but not in fj-normal form, for example ('\y:>. y)(,\y:A. y). 
According to the following theorem, a term a is in 6-of in a context r if and only if a does not 
contain definitions and its free variables are not definitions in the context r. As a corollary laIr 
is the 6-nf of a in r. 

Theorem 4.3.2. Let a E 7,. Then 

a is in 6-nf in r if and only if a E 7 and FV(a) n Def(r) = 0. 

Proof: It follows easily by induction on the structure of a. o 

Corollary 4.3.3. (Weak Normalization for 6-reduction) Let be r E C, and a E 70, the term 
lair is the 6-nf of a in r. 

Proof: By the previous theorem, it follows from lair E 7 and FV(lalr) n Def(r) = 0 that lair 
is in 6-of in r. By Church Rosser for h-reduction, the is-normal form is unique. 0 

Definition 4.3.4. Let r E C, and bET, . 

• The term b 6-strongly normalizes in r if there is no infinite 6-reduction starting with b in 
the context r . 

• The reduction 6 is strongly normalizing if for all pairs (r, b) E c, x 7" the term b 6-strongly 
normalizes in r. 

Note that by theorem 4.3.3 the normal form for an arbitrary b-term exists, but it is not guaranteed 
that all 6-paths starting at the term are finite. 
Next a function naL( -) : C, x 7, - IN that decreases with 6-reduction is defined. It will be used 
to prove Strong Normalization for -6. 
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Definition 4.3.5. The mapping naL( -) : C, x T, - IN is defined as follows. 

natr"Z'=a:A,r~ (z) = natr, (a) + 1 

natr(,,) = 0 if" 'i- Def(F) 

natr(e) = 0 i/e E C 

natr( ,,=a:A in b) = natda) + natdA) + natr .• =.,A(b) + 1 
natr(a b) natda) + natdb) 

natr(II,,:A. a) = natr,",A(a) + natdA) 

natrP,,:A. a) = natr,",A(a) + natdA) 

Lemma 4.3.6. Lei < F
" 

F2 , Fa >E C, and bET, be Bueh that FVr,(b) n De/(F.) = 0. Then 

natr, .r,.r, (b )=natr"r, (b). 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the number of symbols in < fl,f2,f3 > and in b. 
o 

Lemma 4.3.7. Let < F
" 

,,=a:A, F2 >E C, and bET, 

natr,,<=.,A,r,(b) ::>: natr"r,(b). 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the number of symbols in F
"

,,=a:A,F2 and in b. Only the 
case that b is a variable is considered. 

• Assume b '" ". Since natr"r,(") = 0 and natr,,<=.,A,r,(") = natr, (a) + 1, it follows that 
natr"r,(x} < natr,,<=.,A,r,(X). 

• Assume b '" y and y E De/(F d. Let F, '" Fu , y=c:C, F, 2. Since natr"r,(y) = natr" (e) + 1 
and natr,.=oA,r,(y) = natr" (c) + 1, it follows that natr"r,(y) = natr,,=ocA,r,(V). 

• Assume b", V and y E Def(F2 }. Let F2 '" F 21 , y=c:C, F22 . 

Then natr"r,(y) = natr,.r" (c) + 1 and natr,.<=.A,r,(V) = natr,,=oA,r,,(e) + 1. 
By JH, we have that natr"r" (c) ::; natr"<=a,A,r,, (e). 
Hence, it follows that natr"r,(V) ::; natr,,<=.,A,r,(y). 

• Assume b '" y and y 'i- De/(F
" 

,,=a:A, F2 )· Since natr"r,(y) = 0 and natr".=.,A,r,(V) = 0, 
it follows that natr,.r,(y) = natr,.<=a,A,r,(y}. 

o 

Definition 4.3.8. The concept "the context r 6-reduces to ihe context r,n for r,f' E C6 IS 

written as F -, F' and is defined as follows. 

F I- E -, E' 
r,y:E, r' -, r,y:E',F' 

r I- E -6 E' 
f,y-e:E,f' -6 f,y=e:E',f' 

r I- e -6 e' 
r,y=e:E,f' -6 f,y=e':E,f' 

Lemma 4.3.9. Let FEe, and terms d, d' E T, be such that F I- d -, d'. Then 

natr(d) > natr(d'). 

Proof: The following two properties are proved simultaneously by induction on number of symbols 
in r and in d. 
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1. If r f- d -, d' then natr(d) > natr(d'). 

2. If r -+, r' then natr(d) ~ natr,(d). 

We only give the case that d ;;: x. 

1. Thenrl-d-+6 d'isr1,z=a:A,f2 I-z-+6 a 
Since natr,,<=a,A,r,(X) = natr, (a) + 1 and by lemma 4.3.6, natr,(a) = natda), it follows 
that natr(x) > natr(a). 

2. There are three possible cases. Suppose r == r1,y=e : E,f2 with fl I- e -+6 e' and 
f2 == fl1 y=e' : E, f 2 . 

If x E r, then natr(x) = natr'("'), If x ;;: y then it follows from IH(I) that natdx) = 
natr,(e) > natr,(e') = natr"y=,',E,r,(X). If x E r 2 then it follows from IH(2) that 
natr(x) ~ natp(x). 
If x ~ r then natr(x) = x = natr'(x). 
The rest of the cases are easy to prove. 

Theorem 4.3.10. (Strong Normalization for 6) The reduction 6 is strongly nONllalizing. 

Proof: This follows directly from lemma 4.3.9. 
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Chapter 5 

Properties of Well-Typed Terms 

The properties in this chapter are proved for all well-typed terms, i.e. for terms a such that 
3A, r[f I- a : A]. 
In Section 5.1, basic properties are proved for DPTS's. In Section 5.2 we prove that )'S is Weakly 
Normalizing if and only if ).S, is Weakly Normalizing. 
Finally Strong Normalization for fib reduction is proved for certain DPTS's. 

5.1 Basic Properties 

Lemma 5.1.1. (Generation Lemma) 

1. f I- c : D :} 38 E S[f I- D =P' 8 & c : 8 E A] 

2. f I- " : D :} 38 E S3b3B =P' D[f I- B : 8 & " : B .E f V f I- b : B&" = b : B E f] 

3. f I- (n,,:A.B) : D :} 3(81,8,,83) E R[f I- A : 81 & f, ,,:A I- B : S2 & D =P' S3] 

4· f I- (),,,:A. b) : D :} 38 E S3B[f I- (n,,:A. B) : 8 & f,,, : A I- b : B&D =P' (n,,:A. B)] 

5. f I- (b a): D :} 3A, B[f I- b : (n,,:A. B)&f I- a : A & D =P' B[" := all 
6. f I- (,,=a:A in b) : D :} 3B[f, ,,=a:A I- b : B & f I- (,,=a:A in B) : s & 

D =P' (,,=a:A in B) V r,,,=a:A I- b: 8 & D =P' s] 

Proof: The different cases are all proved by induction on the derivation. o 

Observe that in 6, the type of a term (x=a:A in b) can be a sort s or an expression of the form 
(,,=a:A in B). 

Lemma 5.1.2. (Correctness of types) 

1. r I- A : B :} 38 E S[B ==. V r I- B : 8] 

2. r I- b : (n,,:A.B) :} 3(SI' s" S3) E R[r I- A : SI & r, ,,:A I- B : S2] 

Proof: 

1. It is proved by induction on the derivation of r I- A : B. 

2. It follows from the previous part that r I- (n,,:A.B) : 8. By the Generation Lemma part 3, 
it follows that 3(SI' s" S3) E R[r I- A : SI & r, ,,:A I- B : .,,] 

o 

Lemma 5.1.3. If there exists b, BET, such that r, ,,=a:A, r' I- b : B then r I- a : A. 
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Proof: It is proved by induction on the derivation of f, x=a:A, f' I- 6 : B. o 

Lemma 5.1.4. (Thinning Lem~a) Assume f' I- 6: B. Iff I- a: A and f ~ f' then f' I- a: A 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the derivation f I- a : A. o 

Lemma 5.1.5. If f I- a : A and f, x:A, f' I- 6 : B then f, x=a:A, f' I- 6 : B 

Proof: It is proved by induction on the derivation of f, x:A, f' I- 6 : B. 
o 

Example 5.1.6. It is not true that f, x=a:A, f' I- b : B ~ f, x:A, f' I- b : B. For instance, we 
can derive "''*, X="''*, y:x,/:(lly:",. "') I- (! 1/): "'. 
But there is no term B such that "',*, X'*, y:x,/:(lly:",. "') I- (f 1/): B. 

Lemma 5.1. 7. (Substitution Lemma) 

1. If f, x=a:A, f' I- b : B then f, f'[x := aJ I- b[x := aJ : B[x := aJ 

2. If f I- a : A and f, x:A, f' I- 6 : B then f, f'[x := aJ I- b[x := aJ : B[x := aJ. 

Proof: 

1. It is proved by induction on the derivation of r, x=a:A, f' t- b: B. 

2. It follows by lemma 5.1.5 and the previous part. 

o 

Definition 5.1.8. The concept "the context r {3b-reduces to the context r'" is written as r -{J6 f' 
and is defined as follows. 

f, y:E, r' -PfJ f,y:E', r' 
f I- E _P' E' 

f,y=e:E,f'-fJ6 f,Y'=e:E',f' 
r t- e -t{36 e' 

f, y=e:E, f' -/J6 r, y=e':E, f' 

Theorem 5.1.9. (Subject Reduction Theorem) If f I- d : D and f I- d _p. d' then 
fl-d':D 

Proof: The following properties are proved simultaneously by induction on the derivation of 
f I- d: D. 

1. If f I- d _p, d' and f I- d : D then f I- d' : D 

2. If f _p. f' and f I- d: D then f' I- d : D 

We only give the proof for some cases of the first property. Suppose that the last rule in the 
derivation of f I- d : Dis: 

( /
. t' ) f I- 6 : (IIx:A. B) f I- a : A 

• app .ca IOn f I- (b a): B[x :_ aJ 

There are 3 possibilities: 

- Assume f I- (b a) -P' (6' a) under the hypothesis f I- 6 _P' b'. By IH(I), it follows 
that f I- b' : (IIx:A. B). By Application Rule, it follows that f I- (b' a): B[x := aJ. 
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- Assume r f- (b a) ..... p, (b a') under the hypothesis r f- a ..... p, a'. 
By IH(I), it follows that r f- a' : A. By Application Rule, it follows that r f- (b a'): 
B[x := a'J. By lemma 4.1.10, it follows that r f- B[x := aJ -P' B[x := a'J. By Cor
rectness of Types, lemma 5.1.2 part 2, it follows that r, x:A f- B : '2. By Substitution 
Lemma 5.1.7 part 2, it follows that r f- B[x := aJ : .2. By Conversion Rule, it follows 
that r f- (b a'): B[x := aJ. 

- Assume b:; (Ax:A I . bd and r f- (Ax:A I . bda ..... p bl[x:= aJ. By Generation Lemma 
part 4, it follows that A =p, Al and that r, x : Al f- bl : B. By Generation Lemma 
part 3, it follows that r f- Al : •. By Conversion Rule, it follows that r f- a : AI. By 
Substitution Lemma 5.1.7 part 2, it follows that r f- bJ[x := aJ : B[x := aJ. 

« 
. t d ct' ) r, x=a:A f- b : B r f- (x=a:A in B) : • 

• u - In ro U Jon . . r f- (x-a:A In b) : (x-a:A In B) . 

The following 5 cases are considered: 

- Assume r f- (x=a:A in b) ..... p, (x=a:A' in b) under the hypothesis r I- A ..... p, A'. 

By IH(2), it follows that r, x=a:A' f- b : B. By IH(I), it follows that r f- (x=a:A' in B) : 
•. By the 6-introduction Rule, it follows that r I- (x=a:A' in b) : (x=a:A' in B). By 
the Conversion Rule, it follows that r f- (x=a:A' in b) : (x=a:A in B). 

- Assume r I- (x=a:A in b) ..... p, (x=a':A in b) under the hypothesis r f- a ..... p, a'. 
By IH(I), it follows that r f- (x=a':A in B) : s. By IH(2), it follows that r,x=a':A f
b : B. By 6-introduction Rule, it follows that r I- (x=a':A in b) : (x=a':A in B). By 
Conversion Rule, it follows that r I- (,,=a':A in b) : (x=a:A in B). 

- Assume r f- (,,=a:A in b) ..... p (,,=a:A in b') under the hypothesis r I- b ..... p b'. 
By IH(I), it follows that r, ,,=a:A I- b' : B. By 6-introduction Rule, it follows that 
r f- (,,=a:A in b') : (",=a:A in B). 

- Assume r I- (x=a:A in b) ..... , b under the hypoth~is x ~ FV(b). By lemma 5.1.3, 
it follows that r f- a : A. By the Substitution Lemma 5.1.7 part I, it follows that 
r f- b[x := aJ : B[" := aJ. Since x ~ FV(b), the equality b[x := aJ :; b holds. By 
corollary 4.1.6, it follows that r I- (x=a:A in B)=,:B[" := aJ. By Conversion Rule, 
r f- b : (,,=a:A in B). 

- Assume r I- (",=a:A in b) ..... , (",=a:A in b') under the hypothesis r, x=a:A I- b ..... , b'. 
By IH (I), it follows that r, '" = a: A f- b' : B. By 6-introduction Rule, it follows that 
r I- (",=a:A in b') : (",=a:A in B). 

Definition 5.1.10. The mapping 1- I : C, ..... C is defined as follows: 
1'1 =, 
Ir, x:AI = Ifl. ":IAlr 
Ir,x=a:AI = Irl 

Note that if r E C then Irl = r. This mapping 1- I is the projection from C, to C. 

Theorem 5.1.11. Let r E C, and a, A E 70. 

If r I->s, a : A then Irl f- >s lair: lAir. 

Proof: Suppose that the last rule in the derivation of r f- >'56 a : A is: 

• (8 _ start) r hs, a: A where", is r-fresh. 
f, x-a:A r)"s6 x; A 

o 

By IH Ifll->s lair: lAir. By definition 4.2.2 we have that Ixlr,x=A = lair. By lemma 4.2.5 
part 2, it follows that IAlr.x:aA = lAir. lIence Ir, ",=a:AI hs lalr,x:aA : IAlr,r=A' 
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« 
. d . ) f, x = a : A 1-'5' b : B f h5' (x = a : A in B) : 8 

• u-mtro uctlOn .. f hs, (x _ a : A In b) : (x - a: A In B) 
By IH If,x = a : All-AS' Iblr,r:.,A : IBlr,r:.,A. By lemma 4.2.6 and definition 4.2.2 we 
have that Iblr,r:ooA = Ibldx := laid = Ix = a : A in blr and that 
IBlr,r:.,A = IBldx := laid = Ix = a : A in Blr. 
Hence trll-AS' Ix = a : A in blr : Ix = a : A in Blr. 

Example 5.1.12. In (A_), the following can be derived. 

< a: *, ID=(IIx:a. a)=-, id=(>.x:a. x) : ID > 1-(,_). id: ID 

It follows from the previous theorem that 

a: * h_ (>.x:a. x) : (IIx:a. a) 

All the definitions are unfolded and a derivation in A--+ is obtained. 

o 

In the sense that there are not more typable terms with abbreviations, the inclusion of definitions 
to a PTS does not increase the strength of the system. 

Corollary 5.1.13. ( Conservativity) Let a E 7 and f E C. Then 

1.3A fl-AS a: A iff3A fhs. a:A 

2. 3A f I-AS A : a iff 3A f hs. A : a 

3. Let A E 7. Then f I-AS a : A iff r I-AS. a : A 

The first part of the previous corollary states that a term is typabJe in )"S iff it is typable in ),.86. 
The second part states that a type is inhabited in >'5 iff it is inhabited in >'5,. If we interpret 
types as propositions and terms as proofs, this means that a proposition is provable in )"S iff it is 
provable in AS,. 

Theorem 5.1.14 (Uniqueness of Types). Let 5 be a singly sorted specification, f E C, and 
a, A, BET, such that f hs. a : A and f hs. a : B. Then r I- A =P' B. 

Proof: It follows from lemma 5.1.1\ that trll-,s lair: lAir and Irll-AS lair: IBlr. As AS is 
singly sorted then Uniqueness of Types holds. Hence lAir =p IBlr. It follows from lemma 4.2.7 
that r I- A -. lAir and that r I- B -.IBlr. Hence A =~. B. 0 

5.2 Weak and Strong Normalization for ,36-reduction 
In this section we will prove that if a PTS is weakly normalizing then the corresponding OPTS is 
weakly normalizing too. 
Also we will prove that a OPTS is strongly normalizing if a slightly larger PTS is strongly nor
malizing. The idea of the proof of Strong Normalization is as follows: 

• We define a mapping {_} _ : 7, x C6 - 7 similar to the projection I _ L. The value {a}r 
is a term that is obtained from a by unfolding all the definitions occuring in r and in a. 
Howewer {-L differs from 1-1_ in the value given to {x=a:A in b}r. Instead of removing 
the local definition it is translated to a ,B-redex, i.e. an application and an abstraction. 

• This function {_} _ maps an infinite f36 reduction sequence to an infinite f3 reduction sequence. 

• The function {-L maps terms that are typable in a OPTS AS, to terms that are typable in 
a PTS slightly larger than >'5. 
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Definition 5.2.1. Let fEe, and bET,. The tenn b /96-weakly normalizes in f if there is a 
tenn d in /96.nonnal fonn in f such that f I- b --"P' d. 

Definition 5.2.2. Let )..s, be a DPTS and _p a reduction relation. Then )..s, is p.weakly 
nonnalizing if a p-weakly nonnalize in f for all a E T, and fEe, such that f I-~s. a : A. 

Theorem 5.2.3. Let)..S be a PTS. )..S is /9-weakly normalizing if and only if )..S, is /96-weakly 
normalizing. 

Proof: Suppose f I-~s. a: A. Then Ifl~s I- lair: lAir. There exists bET such that lair -p b. 
Hence f I- a -, lair -p b. 
The converse is obvious. 

o 

Definition 5.2.4. Let fEe, and b E To. The term b /96-strongly normalizes in f if there is no 
infinite /96-reduction starting at b in r. 

Definition 5.2.5. Let )..S, be a DPTS and -p a reduction relation. Then )..S, is p-strongly 
nonnalizing if a p-strongly nonnalize in f for all a E To and fEe, such that f I-~s. a: A. 

The function I _ 1_ may not map infinite /9 reduction sequences to infinite /9 reduction sequences 
as the following example shows: 

Example 5.2.6. Suppose there is an infinite /9-reduction sequence starting at a and hence at 
(x = a : A in b). If x 'Ie FV(b) and b is a /9 normal form then there is no /9-reduction sequence 
starting at I x=a:A in b 1,= b. 

This means that the function I _ L can not be used to establish a relation between PTS's and 
DPTS's that are strongly normalizing. A new function {-L will be defined. 

Definition 5.2.7. The mapping {-L: To xC, - T is defined as follows: 

{x}r 

{c}r = 
{a b}r = 

{>.x:A. b}r = 
{IIx:A. b}r = 

{x = a : A in b}r 

{ ~a}r, iff = fl,X = a: A,f2 
otherwise 

c if c E C 

{a}db}r 
)..x:{A)r. {b}r,d 
IIx:{A)r. {b}r,d 

(>.x:{A}r. {b}r,<=.,A){a}r 
I 

Like 1_1_. the value {a}r is the unfolding of all the definitions occuring in f and in a. Howewer 
{-L differs from 1-1_ in the value given for (x=a:A in b). Instead of removing the local definition 
it is translated to a ,B-redex, an application and an abstraction. 

Example 5.2.8. Recall that in example 1.3 we show that (>.x:A. b)a may not be typable when 
(x=a:A in b) is. Let e = )..a,.. (x=a,. in >.y:x. >.f:a - a. fy) be the term used in example 1.3. 
The corresponding term expressed as an application and an abstraction is not typable in any 
system of the )..-cube. But 

{elr = >'a,.. (Ax:>. )..y:a. )..f:a - a. fy)a 

is typable in ),2. This is because the definition of x is unfolded by a and then x does not occur in 
the expression >.y:a. >.f:a - a. fy. 

The mapping {-L is extended to cont.ext.s. 
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Definition 5.2.9. The mapping {-} : c, _ C is defined as follows: 

{<} = < 
{f,x: A} = {r},x: {A}r 

{f,x = a: A} = {r},x: {A}r 

Similar properties proved for the projection 1_1_ will be proved for the function {-L. 

Lemma 5.2.10. 

1. Ifx is f-fresh and x '/. FV(b) then x '/. FV({b}r). 

2. Let < f" f" f3 >E C, and b E To be such that (FVr,(b» n Def(f,) = 0. Then 

{b}r •. r,r, '" {b}r.,r,. 

3. Let < f" y = a : A, f, >E C,. Then {a}r .. ,;a,A,r, '" {a}r •. 

Proof: 

It follows from the previous part. 

Lemma 5.2.11. {b}r[x:= {a}r] '" {b[x:= a]}r _ {b}r,r=A 

o 

Proof: Induction on the structure of b. 0 

By the following lemma, {-L maps an infinite (36 reduction sequence to an infinite (3 reduction 
sequence. 

LeDlInB 5.2.12. 

1. If c -p d then {c}r -~ {d}r. 

2. Iff /- c -, d then {c}r -~ {d}r. 

Proof: Both parts are proved by induction on the structure of c. 

1. Suppose c is an application) c == (a b). There are two possibilities for the reduction C --+(1 d: 

• d", (a' b') with (a -p a' 1\ b '" b') or (a", a' 1\ b _p b'). Then it follows immediately 
from the IH that {a}r{b}r -~ {a'}r{b'}r . 

• a'" (Ax:A. B) and d", B[x := b]. Then 

{c}r = {a}r{b}r 
- (Ax:{A}r. {B}rl{ b}r 
-p {B}r[x:= {b}rJ 
- {B[x:= b]}r by lemma 5.2.11 

= {d}r 

2. Only two cases are considered. 

(a) Suppose c'" (x=a:A in b). There are 4 possibilities for the reduction c _, d: 

• d", (x=a:A' in b) with f /- A -, A'. Then it follows from the IH that 
(Ax:{A}r. {b}r,r;aA){a}r -~ (Ax:{A'}r. {b}r,r;d{a}r. 
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• d", (,,=a':A in b) with f I- a~. a'. Then it follows from the IH and lemma 4.1.10 
that 

(A,,:{A}r. {b}r.r=aA){a}r = P,,:{A}r. {b}d":= {a}rJ){a}r 
~~ (A,,:{A}r. {b}d,,:= {a'}r]){a'}r 

• d '" (" = a : A in b') with f, ,,=a:A I- b ~. b' Then it follows from the IH that 
(A,,:{A}r. {b}r,r=a,A){a}r ~~ (A,,:{A}r. {b'}r,.=a,A){a}r. 

• Suppose" It FV(b) and d", b. 

{" = a: Ainb} 

= 

(.k{A}r. {b}r,.=d){a}r 
{b}r,.=aA[":= {aid 
{b}r,r=a,A by lemma 5.2.10 
{b}r 

(b) Suppose c'" ". This means that f '" f"" = d: D,f, and f I-,,~. d. 

By the definition of {-L and lemma5.2.10 part 3 we have that {"}r"r=d,D,r, '" {d}r" 
and {d}r, '" {d}r"r=d,D,r,. 

o 

Corollary 5.2.13. 

1. Iff I- B~. B', then {B}r ~p {B'}r. 

2. Iff I- B =p. B', then {B}r =p {B'}r. 

Proof: These follow from part 2 of the previous lemma. o 

Definition 5.2.14. The specification 5 = (5, A, R) is called quasi full if for all 8" 8, E 5 there 
exists 83 E S such that (81,82,83) E R. 1 

Definition 5.2.15. Let 5 = (S, A, H) and 5' = (S', A', H') b~ 8uch that , 
1. S <;; S', A <;; A', and H <;; H' 

2. 5' is quasi-full 

3. for all s E S there is a sort s' E S' such that (s : s') E A' (i.e. the sorts of 5 are not 
topsorts in 5'). 

Then the specification S' is called a completion of S. 

Example 5.2.16. The system ACoo is a completion of AC, AHOL and itself. 

This definition is necessary in order to prove that {-L maps terms that are typable in a DPTS 
A5, to terms that are typable in a slightly larger PTS, i.e. a PTS AS' with 5' a completion of 5. 
Remember that {_ L translates a local definition to a A-abstraction with an argument: 

{x=a:A in b}r = (Ax:{A}r. {b}r,r=d){a}r 

Condition 2 is necessary to ensure that all these A-abstractions introduced by {-L are allowed 
in S'. The typing of the abstraction is restricted by the set R of rules whereas the typing of 
(x=a:A in b) is not. Let e '" (x=n:. in Ay:X. Af:x ~ x. fy) be the term in the example 1.4. 
This term is typable in the system (A_), but the term lei, "'(A":'. Ay:n. Af:a ~ a. fy)a is 
not typable in A_. 

1 Note that if a specification is full then it is quasi-full But the converse is not true. A specification is full if for 
all "1."2 E S ("1,52'''2) E R 
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Condition 3 is necessary because we can not type these abstractions introduced by {_} _ if A is a 
topsort. For example the term (x = 0 : 0 in x) is typable in >.G. but 

{x = 0: 0 in x}, == (>.x:o.o)o 

is not typable in >'G. 

Lemma 5.2.17. Let c E C, a, A E 76 and f E 76. If c occurs in A or a or f and f I-.s, a: A 
thencE5. 

Proof: By induction on the derivation of r I-AS~ a: A. o 

The next lemma states that any >'S' type that is in the range of {-I- cannot be one of the topsorts 
of >'S': 

Lemma 5.2.18. Let S = (5,A,R) and S' = (5',A',H) be such that S' is a completion of S. 
Then If 81-.s, a: A and 81-.s ' {a}r: {A}r then 8 hs' {A}r : s 

Proof: Assume 8 hs' {aIr : {A}r. By correctness of types 8 hs' {A}r : s' or {A}r == s. 
Suppose {A}r == s. Since 8 I-.s , a: A and by lemma 5.2.17 we have that s E 5. By (3) there is 
a sort s' E 5' such that (s: s') E A' and hence 8 hs' s: s', i.e. 8 hs' {A}r: s'. 

o 

The next theorem states that {-I- maps terms that are typable in a DPTS >'S. to terms that are 
typable in a slightly larger PTS, i.e. >'S' with S' a completion of S. 

Theorem 5.2.19. Let S = (5, A, R) and S' = (5', A', R') be such that S' is a completion of S. 
Then f 1->5. a: A =? {f} h5' {aIr : {A}r. 

Proof: By induction on the derivation of f I-.s• a : A. Suppose the last step in the derivation is 

• (6-start) f hs. a : A 
f,x - a: A hs. x: A 

By IH {f} 1-.5 , {a}r: {A}r. By definition we have that {x}r,<=a,A = {aIr. By lemma 
5.2.10 part 2 we have that {A}r,<=a,A = {A}r. It follows from lemma5.2.18 that {f} h5' {A}r : s. 
By weakening rule {f},x: {A}rh5' {x}f,x= a: A: {A}r. 

(6 k
·) f 1-.5• b : B f 1-.5. a : A 

• -wea enlOg f . A I- b . B 
1 X - a . XS6· 

By IH {f} h5' {b}r: {B}r and {f} h5' {a}r: {A}r. Then by lemma5.2.18 {f} 1-.5, {A}r : s. 
By weakening rule {f},x: {A}r 1-'5' {b}r: {B}r. 

We have that x <t FV(b) and x <t FV(B). By lemma 5.2.10 {b}r,<=a,A == {b}r and 
{B}r,<=aA == {B}r. 

6 
. fh5. b : B fl-. 5,B':s fl-.5,B=.B' 

• -conversIOn r f- b : B 

It follows from IH that {f} h5' {b}r: {B}r and {f} 1-.5' {B'}r : s. By corollary 5.2.13 
part 2 it follows from f I- B =, B' that {B}r =p {B'}r. Then using ~-conversion rule 
{f} 1-.5 , {b}r: {B'}r. 

• IS-formation r1;c = a: A 1->'86 B : s 
f 1-,.. (x _ a : A in B) : s 

By IH 

(5.1) 
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The derivation of f,,, = a : A f-"S6 B : 8 contains a (shorter) derivation of f I-~S6 a : A, so 
also by IH 

{f} I-~s' {a}r: {A}r 

By lemma 5.2.18 it follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that there are .\,., E S' such that 

if,,, = a: A} I-~s' 8:., 
{f} I-~s' {Alr:., 

The following is a derivation of {f} I-~s' {x = a : A in Blr : •. 

(5.3) (5.4) ~ d) 
{f} I-~s' (II" E {A}r. .) :'3 pro (5.1) b 

{f} I-~s' (Ax E {A}r. {B}r,r-a,A) : (II" E {A}r. s) (a 8) 
f} hs' (A" E {A}r. {B}r,r=a,A){a}r: s[,,:_ {a}d 

and (Ax E {A}r. {B}r,r=a,A){a}r '" {" = a: A in B}r. 

• 6-introduction f,,, = a: A I-~S6 b: B f hS6 (" = a: A in B) : 8 

f I-~S6 (x - a : A in b) : (" _ a : A in B) 

By IH 

if,,, = a: A} hs' {b}r,r=a,A: {B}r,r=a,A 

{f} hs' {x=a:AinB}r: s 

5.2 ( ) app 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

The derivation of f, x = a : A I-~S6 b: B contains a (shorter) derivation of f l-~s6 a : A, so 
also by the IH 

By lemma 5.2.18 it follows from (5.1) and (5.3) that there are 8"" E S' such that 

{f, x = a : A} I-~s' {B}r,r=a,A: S2 

{f} I-,s' {A}r: s, 
Then 

(5.4) (5.5) (prod) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

{f} hs' (II" E {A}r. {B}r,r-d) : S3 5.1 (abs) 
f hs' (Ax E {A r· {b}r,r-a,A) : (II" EAr· B r,r-aA) (5.3) (app) 

{f} hs' (Ax E {A}r. {B}r,r=aA){a}r: {B}r,r=aA[":- {a}d 

{" = a: A in b}r '" (A" E {A}r. {b}r,r=a,A){a}r and 

{" = a : A in B}r (A" E {A}r. {B}r,r=aA){a}r 

=p {B}r,r=d[":= {a}d 

so using the conversion rule 

{f} I-,s' {x = a: A in b}r : {B}r,r-a,A[":= {a}d (5.2) (5.6) (f3 _ conv) 
{f} I-,s' {,,= a: A in b}r: {" _a:A in B}r 

The rest of the cases are easy to prove. 

(5.6) 

o 

Theorem 5,2,20. Let 5 = (S, A, R) and 5' = (S', A', R') be such that 5' is a completion of 5. 
If the PTS AS' is f3-stronlgy normalizing, then the DPTS A56 is f36-strongly normalizing. 
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Proof: Suppose that ).,5' is ,8-strongly normalizing, and suppose towards a contradiction that 
>"86 is not ,86-strongly normalizing, i.e. there is an infinite ,8eS-reduction sequence starting at a 
and r I-,s, a: A. 
Observe that the number of ,8-reductions in this sequence is infinite, i.e. 'Vn E IN 3m > n : r I
am -fj am+l· Otherwise it would follow that there is no E IN such that 'Vm > no r I- am -6 am+l. 

Hence the sequence ano+l -6 ano +2 -6 .,. would be infinite. As eS is strongly normalizing, this can 
not happen. Hence the number of ,B-reduction steps in the sequence r I- a -(36 al -(36 02 -fJ6 ... 
is infinite. Then this sequence is of the form 

By lemma 5.2.12 and corollary 5.2.13 part 1 there is an infinite ,8-reduction sequence starting at 
{alr: 

{alr -p {an, lr ~t {a.,lr -p {an,}r ~t {an,lr -p {an,}r ~t {an,lr -p ... 

and by lemma 5.2.19 {r} I-,s' {alr : {Alr, which contradicts the assumption that >'S' is (3-
strongly normalizing. 0 

Corollary 5.2.21. The following systems are strongly normalizing: 

1. The system ),Coo extended with definitions, i.e. (),Coo )'. 

2. The calculus of constructions extended with definitions, i. e. ).C6 • 

3. The system of higher order logic extended with definitions, i. e. >'HOL, is strongly normal
izing. 

Proof: The system ECC (see [LuoD is strongly normalizing and contains >'Coo- Then >'Coo is 
strongly normalizing too. This system )"Coo is a completion of itself. Hence it follows from the 
previous theorem that )"Cco extended with definitions is strongly normalizing. 
Since (),Coo )' contains ).C, and )'HOL" part 2 and 3 follow from part I. 

o 

Theorem 5.2.20 is somewhat unsatisfactory. It would be nicer to prove a stronger property, 
namely that a DPTS )'S, is (36-strongly normalizing if the PTS )'S is (3-strongly normalizing. On 
the other hand, we do not know any strongly normalizing PTS )'S for which theorem 5.2.20 cannot 
be used to prove strong normalization of >..S6. In particular, all strongly normalizing PTS's given 
in [Bar92] have a completion that is ),Coo . 
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Appendix A 

Pure Type Systems with 
definitions 

Definition A.I. 
The set T, of pseudoterms and the set C, of contexts is given by 

T, ::= VIC 1 (T, T,) 1 (AV:T,. T,) 1 (lIV:T,. T,) 1 (V=T,:7, in 7,) 
C, ::= , 1 < C" V:7, >1 < C" V=7i:7i > 

where V is the set of variables and C is the set of constants. 

Definition A.2. 
Let be r E Co, and a,a' E 76. The concept" the term a 6-reduces to the term a f in the context 

r " is written as r f- a -.5 a' and is defined by the following rules: 

rb x=a:A,r2 !- X-6 a 

r f- (,,=a:A in b) -, b 

r, ,,=a:A f- b _, b' 
r f- (x_a:A in b) _, (x_a:A in b') 

r I- a -6 a' 
r f- (x-a:A in b) _, (x_a':A in b) 

r I- a -J a' 
r f- (ab) -, (a'b) 

r, x:A I- a -6 a' 
r f- (Ax:A. a) -, (h:A. a') 

r, x:A I- a -6 a' 
r f- (IIx:A. a) _, (IIx:A. a') 

if x ~ FV(b) 

r f- A -, A' 
r f- (x_a:A in b) _, (x=a:A' in b) 

r f- b _, b' 
r f- (ab) _, (ab') 

r f- A -, A' 
r f- (A,,:A. a) _, (h:A'. a) 

r f- A _, A' 

r f- (IIx:A. a) -, (IIx:A'. a) 

When r is the empty context, it is written a -6 aJ instead of r I- a -6 a'. 
The relation -/3 between terms in T will be extended to terms in T6· 

Definition A.3. 

(6) 
(6) 

(6) 

Let r E C" b, BET,. The DPTS determined by the specification S = (S, A, R) is denoted as 
AS, = A(S, A, R), .nd defined by the nolion of type derivation' r f- b : B given by the following 
axioms and rules: 

(axiom) d- c: s for c: sEA 
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(start) 

(weakening) 

(formation) 

(abstraction) 

(application) 

(conversion) 

(6 - start) 

(6 - weakening) 

(6 - formation) 

(6 - introduction) 

(6 - conversion) 

r r A:. 
r,,,,:Ah,,:A 

rrb:B rrA:s 
r,,,,:Arb:B 

r r A :" r, '" : ArB: S2 

r r (rr",:A.B) : S3 

r, '" : Arb: B r r (rr",:A. B) : • 
r r (~"':A. b) : (n",:A. B) 

r r b : (n",:A. B) r r a : A 
r r (6 a): B[", :_ a] 

r r 6 : B r r B' :. B =~ B' 
rr b: B' 

r ra: A 
r,,,,-a:A r "': A 

rr6:B rra:A 
r,,,,_a:A r b: B 

r,,,,=a:A r B: 8 

r r ",_a:A in B : s 

r, ",=a:A r 6 : B r r ",=a:A in B : s 
r r ",_a:A in b : ",-a:A in B 

r r b : B r r B' : s r r B =, B' 
r r b: B' 

where s ranges over sorts, i. f. s E S. 
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Appendix B 

Generalization for Abstract 
Reduction Systems 

The notions of Abstract Reduction Systems (ARSj and sub-ARS are presented as in [Klo90]. 

Definition B.l. 
An abstract reduction system(ARSj is a structure A =< A, (-a)aEl > such that 

• A is a set 

• For all Q E I, 4Cl'~ A x A. These binary relations are called reduction or rewrite relations. 

Definition B.2. The relation -0 is the transitive, reflexive closure of -cr' 

Definition B.3. 
Let A =< A, -a> and B =< B, -p> be two ARS's. The concept "A is a sub-ARS of B" is 

written as A <; B and defined as follows: 

oA<;B 

• -0 is the restriction of -fj, i.e. 'r:ia, a' E A(a -(I' a' ¢:> a -/3 a f
) 

B is also called an extension of A. 

Theorem B.4. 
Let A =< A, -/3> and AI =< A', -/3'> be ARS's be such t'hat A' is an extension of A. Lei 

:F =< A', _~ > be an ARS and suppose there is a mapping 1(' : A' -+ A such that: 

a) "IA = id 

b) Va E A'(a~, ,,(a» 

c) Ifa-, b then ,,(a) = ,,(b) for alla,bEA'. 

d) if a -w b then ,,(a) --»p ,,(b), for all a, bE A'. 

1. From b) and c) the following is deduced: 

b is Church-Rosser 

2. From b), c) and d) the following conclusion is deduced: 

If (3 is Church-Rosser so is (3'5. 
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3. From a). b) and c) the following conclusion is deduced: 

Suppose that A is closed with respect to 6 (i.e. a -. b and a E A then b E A) and that 
Ll = {(d,d),d_. d} = 0. 

Then 6 is weakly nonnalizing. 

Proof: 

I. The proof is shown in the following diagram. 

a 

2. The proof is shown in the following diagram. 

a 

.,7-1 ~., 
-I/(·~<I 

~(al) ~(a2) . . 
" " 

. ....iJ (3 ..... , " 
• • 

a3 

3. Let be a E A'. It follows from hypothesis b that a _, ~(a). Suppose ~(a) is not in 6-nf 
then ~(a) -, d. Since A is closed with respect to 6, it follows that dE A. It follows from 
hypothesis a) and c) that ~(a) = ~(~(a» = ~(d) = d. Then d _. d. Since Ll = 0, it follows 
that ~(a) is in 6-nf. 

o 

Example B.S. 
In the case of Chapter 4, 

• Ar =< {a E T, FV(a) n Def(f) = 0}, _p> 

• a -6[, b if and only if r f- a -6 b 
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• "r'" I-Ir 

Parts 1 and 2 of theorem B.4 are the generalization of the proofs in Section .4.2 for Church
Rosser for -6 and for -(36. Part 3 of this theorem is somewhat different from the proof of weak 
normalization for -, presented in Section 4.3. In that section in order to prove that ,,(a) is in 
6-nf, it is proved that all elements in A are in 6-Df. 

Theorem B.S. Let A =< A,-~>, A' =< A',-~,> and:F =< A',-,> be ARS's. Suppose 
there is a mapping 'l'r : A' -+ A such that: 

a) If a -, b then ,,(a) -~ ,,(b) for all a, b E A'. 

b) if a -po b then ,,(a) -t ,,(b), for all a,b E A'. 

If 6 and p are strongly normalizing. Then P'6 is strongly normalizing. 

Proof: Suppose towards a contradiction that {3' 6 is not strongly normalizing, i.e. there is an 
infinite ,B'tS-reduction sequence starting at a E A'. 
Observe that the number of p'-reductions in this sequence is infinite, i.e. 'tin E IN 3m > n : 
am -Ii am+l· Otherwise it would follow that there is no E IN such that Vm > no am -6 am+l. 
Hence the sequence ano+1 -6 a"'0+2 -6 ... would be infinite. As 6 is strongly normalizing, this 
can not happen. Hence the number of .B'-reduction steps in the sequence a -13'6 al -/3'6 a2 ... is 
infinite. Then this sequence is of the form 

By hypothesis a) and b) there is an infinite iJ-reduction sequence starting at ,,(a): 

,,(a) ~p ,,(an,) -t ,,(an,) -~ ,,(an,) ~t ,,(an,) -~ ,,(an,) -t ,,(an,) -~ '" 

which contradicts the assumption that .B is strongly normalizing. 

Example B.7. 
In the case of Chapter 5, 

• Ar '" {d E T, 3D ({f) f- >S' d : D}} where S' is a completion of S. 

• Ar= {dET,,3D (rf-,s. d:D)} 

• A'r ~< Ar,-p> 

• :Fr =< Ar, -or> 

• a -Or b if and only if r r a -6 b 

• "r={-}r 
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